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What is a Shagya-Arabian? 

Today’s Shagya Arabian is a rare, but versatile sport
horse equally at home at dressage, eventing, show
jumping, hunting, endurance, harness, and
pleasure riding.

The breed began in 1789 when the Hungarian
military set out to develop a new breed of horse
that combined the very best of Bedouin Arabians:
elegance, endurance, hardiness, athleticism,

temperament, and devotion to their rider, but with larger size, jumping ability,
and riding ease to master the rigors and versatility of a cavalry horse. The intent
of the program was to develop a superior horse that was equally at home under
saddle and in harness and that could be used to improve other breeds. So
successful was the breeding program that the Hapsburg’s Imperial Guard in
Vienna and the Royal Guard in Budapest were mounted on Shagya Arabians, and
Shagyas were the cavalry officer’s horse of choice.

The breed’s name comes from a magnificent Bedouin stallion named Shagya,
born in 1810, bred (from Kehilan and Slglavy strains) and raised by the Bani Saher
tribe in Syria and obtained by Hapsburg monarchy in 1836 at age 26 to stand at
stud in Babolna, Hungary. This magnificent stallion was renowned in his day not
only for his perfect size, type, and movement, but also for his ability as a sire to
pass on these qualities to his offspring. Today, virtually every Shagya Arabian
breeding line has his blood somewhere
in it. Through time, elite desert bred
Arabians were carefully added to the
bloodlines, and English Thoroughbreds
and Lippizaners were occasionally
included in the breeding mix to help
improve size, movement, and riding
qualities.
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Right from the outset, performance
testing was regarded as essential. Both
mares and stallions were put through
rigorous tests, including dressage, a 10
day 480 mile ride across plains, forests
and mountains, 2 mile sprints, and long
distance driving. Careful records were
kept of the horses’ jumping, speed,
condition, anddisposition. New stallions
were rigorously progeny tested, including

breeding to 30 mares a year for 3 years, the mares differing in quality. Ten were
of low quality, ten of average quality, and ten high quality. The offspring were
carefully reviewed by committee, and if any did not meet the standards, the
entire group was sold off. Any mare or stallion that did not meeting the high
standards were culled and sold at auction, ensuring that only high performance
bloodlines were used in the breeding program.

The characteristics of the Shagya Arabian are well established. The Shagya
Arabian should have the appearance of a beautiful, elegant, and harmonious
riding horse with correctness of gaits and movements, who enjoys jumping and
has good jumping ability, has pleasant rhythm and rideability, is trusting, good
natured, and willing to learn, and has robust health, longevity, and fertility with
stamina and frugality. Although there is no longer a military need for Shagya
Arabians, all the noble qualities the breed possesses, make it an ideal horse.
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The Performance Shagya Arabian Registry

INSPECTION: Description of Events

Inspection for Mares and Stallions, Shagya Arabian or purebred Arabian,
consists of multiple, mandatory phases. These include the Veterinary Exam, submission of
SCID and DNA results, In Hand and at Liberty presentation, Under Saddle/Rideability, Interior
Test, and Free Jump. Additionally, Open Competition requirements in one of several
disciplines must be completed and documented. Successful completion of these
requirements results in PShR Licensing and placement in the PShR Studbooks per their
performance and pedigree.

Evaluation of Geldings and Shagya Sporthorses, Shagya Arabian or purebred
Arabian, are evaluated rather than inspected. Evaluation includes the choice of one or all of
the following tests: In Hand and at Liberty presentation, Under Saddle/Rideability, Interior
Test, and Free Jump. Successful completion of these tests results in certification.

Veterinary Examination
All mares and stallions seeking licensing and breeding approval must stand for the licensed
veterinarian at the inspection site. The purpose of the exam is to look for anomalies, heart
defects, existing faults of teeth or testicles, deficiencies or other conditions indicating
genetic predisposition. The exam will include but is not limited to a flexion test and trot out
on a hard surface.

In Hand and At Liberty Presentation
Horses will be presented using the USDF Sporthorse In Hand procedure. Horses will be
shown on the triangle and at liberty in both directions of the ring. The horses should be
clean and well behaved. Handlers should be appropriately dressed in conservative attire.
Grooms will be allowed in the arena to help encourage the horse to move in a natural
manner. The judges will evaluate the horse for ‘type’ and physical attributes of the head,
neck, body and legs. On the triangle and/or at liberty, the judges will score the horse’s
movement at the walk, trot and canter.

Under Saddle/Rideability
To complete the Under Saddle/Rideability test, horses four (4) years of age or older will be
ridden at a walk, trot and canter in the discipline style of the riders' choice. Horses will be
ridden both directions of the ring, complete a 20 meter circle and cross the diagonal of the
ring. There is a cross rail to jump at the gait of the rider’s choice. If possible, two or three
horses will work in the ring at one time. Mixing stallions with mares can be an exception.
Two test riders will ride the horse and report to the judges their overall impression.
Observations will include: Way of going and quality of the gait, overall impression,
willingness to work, temperament/obedience.

continued
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The Performance Shagya Arabian Registry

INSPECTION: Description of Events Continued

Interior Test
The Interior Test is designed to determine the character and temperament of the horse in an
unusual situation. The horse will be scored on his willingness to walk beside the handler in
an easily managed fashion. When directed by the judge, the handler and the horse enter
the arena. The horse should be next to the handler with some slack in the lead. The space
between the handler and horse should remain consistent. The horse should have a pleasant
and interested attitude with a flat walk. Overly excited response to obstacles as well as
complete non interest in the presented course will result in lost points. Optimally the horse
remains manageable and calm when unexpected stimuli occur and exhibits a trusting, good
natured behavior.

Free Jumping Protocol
The free jumping chute consists of 3 obstacles, in order: a simple cross rail, a cross rail with
a horizontal rail directly behind, and an oxer. The handler will first walk the horse into and
alongside of the chute to allow him to see and become familiar with the chute set up and
jump elements. Evaluation criteria: When jumping a horse should look bold, confident and
happy while displaying good jumping ability. Front legs should be tucked while the hind legs
are open. The back should be well arched (bascule) and elastic. The horse should be able to
determine the appropriate take off and landing over the jump. Undesirable jumping
technique include jumping without control, hanging forelegs, head too high, retracted hind
legs and a stiff, straight or hollow back.

Branding of PShR Shagya Arabians
As per the ISG RZBO and the PShR ZBO (breeding guidelines) Shagya Arabian horses
(including foals) may be branded by the branding delegate on the left thigh with the breed
specific “Shagya Sun” brand. Any exceptions must to be approved by ISG. To qualify for
branding a Shagya Arabian must have both a sire and dam belonging to Books I or II.
Branding is a birthright of legitimate, purebred offspring; it does not depend on inspection or
performance testing.
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Dr. Walter Huber
PShR Inspection Judge

Family physician, photographer,
journalist and Nebraska cowboy
include only a few of the talents of
Dr. Walter Huber. He is also a
worldwide Shagya Arabian
ambassador, tirelessly traveling from
the Americas to Eastern Europe to
see any Shagya he can find. With
Walter no one is a stranger for long.

Dr. Huber’s bond with the Shagya
Arabian began as a young man when
he was able to convince his family to
stop at the famous Babolna Stud
while on holiday. Historical photos
often seen of Shagya XXXIX and
O’Bajan XIII are from Dr. Huber’s
personal archives during this visit,
and include one of Walter as young
man riding the famous Shagya XXXIX, foreshadowing Walter’s future as a major spokesperson for the
breed. He remains well known for his photos from atop a beautiful Shagya with the ears framing the
scene.

The 1976 Shagya Arabian stallion Shagal, bred by Ulla Nyegaard of the Barthahus Stud in Denmark,
was purchased by Dr. Huber and became his personal companion, enjoying fox hunting, quadrilles
and jumping. Shagal, honored as Shagya III in Babolna, was the 1986 European Champion Shagya
Stallion. In 1985 Shagal was approved for breeding by the Trakehner Verband in Germany. The
influence of Shagal can be found in several countries, including time spent at a Trakehner stud in
Ireland.

Today Dr. Huber owns the Shagya stallions Janus (Pamino x Janett by Amor) and Shagan (Shagal x
ShyDr.a by Shagya XLIV); both have stood at Kabiuk State Stud in Bulgaria. Shagan was the 1997 ISG
European Champion Senior Shagya Stallion. In addition to his Shagya Arabians, Walter has bred
Shagya/Trakehner sporthorses. Pictured above is Dr. Huber riding Shaganah by Shagan.

Studying medicine in Munich and Saarbrucken, Dr. Huber has been a Family Physician since 1972 in
Nonnenhorn, located on the picturesque Lake Constance. His beautiful wife Inge is also a physician
and in 2012 their son joined Walter in his practice. Walter and Inge are the proud parents of four
children and three (and counting) grandchildren.

As a member of the International Shagya Society Board of Directors and a respected judge, we are
pleased to have Dr. Huber here at our first PShR inspection.
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Svetlozar Kastchiev
PShR Inspection Judge

Svetlozar Kastchiev is not only the Stud Manager of the Kabiuk State Enterprise in Bulgaria, he is also
a National Dressage champion (10 times!) and twice was the Balkan dressage champion. He is the
President of the East Bulgarian Horse Association and the Bulgarian Sport Horse Association, which
are full members of World Breeding Federation for Sport Horses. In addition, Mr. Kastchiev is a
national Dressage and Jumping judge and a FEI Eventing judge.

The below picture is of Svetlo riding his East Bulgarian stallion Tarzan, Champions in dressage.

Mr. Kastchiev has been breeding
Shagy Arabian horses for over 20
years and has bred over 300 Shagya
Arabian foals for Kabiuk. Kabiuk is
the only surviving state stud in
Bulgaria, originally established in
1864 as a military stud for the
Turkish army. In 2004 under the
Livestock Husbandry Act, the Kabiuk
State Stud and Stallion Depot
became a company owned by the
state and governed by the Ministry
of Agriculture in Bulgaria. Its key
activities are horse breeding and the
state funded preservation of
indigenous cattle and sheep.

Breeds of horses include the Shagya Arabian, the Eastern Bulgarian Warmblood, Thoroughbred,
purebred Arabians, Haflingers (used on the farm as work horses) and Shetland ponies. The farm is
2832 hectares (6998 acres) of tillable crop land and lush pastures.

The Kabiuk State Enterprise is a leader in artificial insemination – Mr. Kastchiev is a key part of that
success. His keen eye for genetics and his ability to breed one of the most successful bands of
Shagya Arabians led to the acceptance of the Kabiuk Stud as an ISG member in 1998. The dynamic
1988 Shagya Arabian stallion Mefistofel (Metropol x Fregata by Fero), a result of Svetlo’s first year as
stud manager, is an example of crossing athletic purebred Arabian bloodlines (Negatiw, Priboj,
Moment, Faruk) with historic Shagya bloodlines (Parabel, Dahoman XLV) to achieve a strong yet
elegant sporthorse. According to the book “Origin and Development of Arabian and Shagya Arabian
Breeds in Bulgaria” by Assistant Professor Iliyana Sabeva, Mefistofel is considered by some West
European specialist as the best Shagya in Europe at this time. In addition, the Shagya Arabian mare
Mezinka SA, bred in Kabiuk, was named the 2007 Best Shagya mare in Denmark.

When visiting Kabiuk, it quickly becomes apparent Mr. Kastchiev has a natural eye, and is able to
select up and coming youngsters with potential from the herd. We are fortunate and honored to
have the lifelong horseman Svetlo Kastchiev join us for our first PShR inspection.
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PShR Inspection April 5 7, 2013

Tag Horse Owner/
Handler Friday Saturday Sunday

SHAGYA ARABIAN MARES Vet
Exam Inspection Rideability Interior

Test
Free
Jump Branding

1 WineGlass Vixen O Rudolphi X X X X X N/A

2 2– US Gazal I E Nelson X X N/A X X X

3 RAA’s Marah R Bianchi N/A X N/A N/A N/A X

4 Lily Creek Believer’s Journey K Johnson X X N/A X N/A N/A

5 RAL Mirbat Mystic J Jackson
Biegert

X X N/A X X N/A

6 WineGlass Dora L Hamm X X X X X X

SHAGYA SPORTHORSES Evalulation

11 H. WineGlass Gideon R Boyce N/A X X X X N/A

12 H WineGlass Grace O Rudolphi X X N/A X X N/A

13 H WineGlass Soave M Power N/A X X X X N/A

14 HS WineGlass Pik George N Mauser
Storer

N/A X N/A X X N/A

15 H Tiszta 4 E Nelson X X X X X N/A

16 H. WineGlass Syrah O Rudolphi X X X X X N/A

Evalulation

21 SA Te Jat M Power N/A X X X X N/A

22 WineGlass Victory R Boyce N/A X X X X N/A

23 WineGlass Remeny H Kemmis N/A X X X X X

24 WineGlass Rez E Kirsch N/A X X N/A N/A N/A

25 WineGlass Debonair C Power N/A X X X X N/A

SHAGYA ARABIAN GELDINGS
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WineGlass Vixen
Owned by Linda Rudolphi, Ridden by Olivia Rudolphi

WineGlass Vixen is a daughter of Linda’s all time favorite riding horse, WineGlass Voodu. As
the picture shows, Vixen is learning how to cover ground at an early age with her mama.
The full sister to Vixen, WineGlass Sherry has had a couple of successful years including over
500 miles of competition, repeated AHA Regional CTR Champion, and 2012 AHDRA
Versatility Champion. We look forward to Vixen starting her competition resume.
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2 US Ghazal I
Owned and Ridden by Eric Nelson

“Maedie” is out of Wineglass Rouge (Budapest X ACE Petula) and Max (Amurath Samurai X
Kornelia), pictured here. She is a product of a classic stallion line crossing (Ghazal X Shagya)
and is representative of what we try to produce. She is a coming 5 year old who we will
eventually use for endurance, but not immediately due to Eric's philosophy of starting horses
later rather than sooner. She is cooperative, trailer steady, lunge line competent, ponies
behind "Aunt Grace" (Tiszta 4) like a champion and will be joining us throughout this
endurance season to get her used to the chaos at competitions. The photo below is of Max,
sire of Maedie. (Photo credit to Linda Rudolphi)
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RAA’s Marah
Owned by Rebecca and/or Scott Bianchi

Marah is a lovely Shagya mare, our first experience with the breed. Endurance is her destiny
and on conditioning rides she shows a true desire to “see what’s over the next hill,” an
admirable trait in any endurance horse. Absolutely the bravest horse I have ever ridden with
a phenomenal work ethic, I am looking forward to all of the miles we will travel together.
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Lily Creek Believers Journey
Owned and Presented by Kathy Johnson

Lily Creek Believers Journey is a four year old Shagya mare bred by Donna Coss. I purchased
Lily when she was six months old and have worked many hours with her doing basic ground
work. She has been a delightful mare to work with. Last year she was sent to the Horse First
Farm in Oregon, WI to start training with Gretchen Arndt, a Parelli instructor, and March this
year she started her saddle training with Ryan Rose, a four star Parelli instructor, and has
done very well! We plan to spend many miles on the trails in our future together. I cannot
say enough about the two Shagya horses that I am privileged to own.
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RAL Mirbat Mystic
Owned by Julie Jackson Biegert

Mystic is a 2010 Shagya Arabian mare (Bayram x Mirbat Cinnamon). Mystic was bred to
perform. Her dam was bred for endurance – out of an Aladdin /Bask bred mare (ENM
Delight) and sired by a Nazeer bred stallion (El Fayak). Mystic’s Shagya sire Bayram (Oman*
x Biala*) has sired many successful endurance horses including SA Belshazzar who was
selected for the WEG 2010 US Team. Oman* is the only Shagya or Arabian stallion to pass
the 100 day International Sporthorse Kuring. Biala* is the granddam of Shagya breeding in
the USA. We are looking forward to getting Mystic under saddle in 2014 and to competing
on our first Shagya Arabian.
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WineGlass Dora
Owned By Linda Rudolphi, Ridden by Lauren Hamm

This is WineGlass Dora’s second appearance at a Shagya inspection – her first being along
side her dam at the 2006 Shagya inspections hosted by WineGlass Farm. Dora spent her
winter in school exemplifying the great Shagya Arabian personality at Murray State
University as a special project for Lauren Hamm.
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H. WineGlass Gideon
Owned and Ridden by Rachel Boyce, DVM

Rachel agreed to start Gideon under saddle for Wineglass Farm in the Spring of 2012, but
she quickly realized that she would not be willing to part with him. Within 30 days of Gideon
coming to stay, he was under saddle and quickly learning his job. After just 5 months of
training, Rachel and Gideon entered their first USDF sanctioned Dressage show, competing
at Introductory Level and earning two scores over 60%. This winter they have continued
their Dressage training as well as heading out on the trails. Gideon continues to impress
Rachel with his sensitivity, willingness and desire to please.
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H. WineGlass Grace
Owned by Linda Rudolphi, Presented by Olivia Rudolphi

H. WineGlass Grace is an excellent example of the Shagya Arabian influence on the Hungar
ian Felver breed. H. WineGlass Glory, the dam of Grace, has been successful in USDF In
Hand competitions with her wonderful stride and incredible frame. We look forward to
Grace obtaining success in her future competitions.
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H. WineGlass Soave
Owned By Chris and Marty Power

Ridden by Marty Power

Soave is a soon to be five year old Shagya Sporthorse. His sire is *Budapest and his grandsire
is H. Bikaver, our first horse. That makes him a very special addition to our herd. I saw him as
a two year old and fell in love, but it took me awhile to convince Linda Rudolphi that she
should sell him. We started our distance career last season and he successfully completed
eight novice rides totaling 110 miles. This season we will continue our distance career
moving up to Competitive Rides of 25 35 miles. He has a wonderful mind and loves going
down the trail (but our riding instructor says he’d do well in dressage).
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HS WineGlass Pik George
Owned and Ridden by Nicole Mauser Storer

HS Wineglass Pik George is just starting his saddle training at age 4. He has already proven
himself to be a smart horse with an inquisitive mind and a wonderful personality. George
will be starting his career this year with some endurance and dressage with lots of potential
opportunities ahead of him in a variety of disciplines.
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H. Tiszta 4
Owned and Ridden By Eric Nelson

Tiszta 4 is a Hungarian mare out of Tiszta 2 (Hungarian Cooksley Ranch) and Budapest
(Shagya Wineglass Farm). Grace is her barn name, and graceful is not exactly a good
description for this big mare (16.0 hands, 1300 pounds +/ ). But sweet, accommodating, and
athletic are very accurate words. Doc Self, our OCER ride vet, once said "Nothing that big
should be able to run that fast for that long." Grace consistently places in the top 10% at
Competitive Trail. We've never asked her to run hard for endurance, so we are not sure
where the "bottom" is on this mare. For 2013, the 12 year old mare is slotted in as Eric's #1
horse, so we will find out what Grace is all about this ride season.
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H. WineGlass Syrah
Owned by Linda Rudophi, Ridden by Olivia Rudolphi

H. WineGlass Syrah embodies the spirit of her now 29 year old grand dam – aka “Spitfire”.
Syrah has participated in a couple of 15 mile Novice CTR events and loved every minute. Her
“let’s go down the trail” attitude will be tested this summer on 25 mile competitions.
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SA Te Jat
Owned By Marty and Chris Power

Ridden by Marty Power
PShR Specialty Plus Award in Distance Riding (3800 miles) and Endurance Pace

We bought SA Te Jat from Daunna Sellers, Sun Arab Stables, as a just started five year old in
2003. Marty and Te began their distance riding career the following year and in 2004 he was
the UMECRA Reserve Champion Competitive Rookie of the Year (behind Chris and H. Bikaver).
In 2005 Te was the UMECRA LW Competitive Champion. In 2006, 2007, 2009 and 2010 Te
completed in the UMECRA Top Ten in whatever discipline he competed (competitive, limited
distance or endurance). In 2009 Te was the UMECRA Versatility Reserve Champion and the
AHDRA Versatility Partbred Champion. He is truly a multitalented horse!
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WineGlass Victory
Owned and Ridden by Rachel Boyce, DVM

Wineglass Victory and Rachel have competed successfully in the disciplines of Dressage and
Distance Riding. They entered their first Dressage show in 2008 and consistently achieved
scores in the 60's at USDF sanctioned Dressage shows as they progressed through Training
and First Level. In 2012, they were PShR USDF All Breeds Award Champions at First Level
with a median score of 60.3%. Vic and Rachel also have amassed over 200 miles in two
seasons of Limited Distance endurance and competitive rides. In 2010, they placed 4th in
the MW region Limited Distance Best Condition standings for AERC. Rachel looks to
continue their success in 2013, moving up to Second Level and competing in a few Limited
Distance Rides.
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WineGlass Remeny
Owned and Ridden by Holly Kemmis

I picked up 3 1/2 year old Remeny from his trainer after 6 weeks of desensitization and un
der saddle schooling. He was my ‘winter project’ I’d return him to WineGlass farm in the
spring. It didn’t take long for me to fall in love with his intelligent, willing attitude, kind and
trusting nature and ‘Velcro’ personality. Grinning from ear to ear, I added him to the family.
Last summer, we completed four Novice Competitive trail rides together. This summer, our
plans include a local dressage show or two, several Novice rides, and promotion from cross
rails to vertical fences. ‘Remeny’ is Hungarian for ‘HOPE.’ Indeed, the sky is the limit with
this young man!
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WineGlass Rez
Owned and Ridden by Eileen Kirsch

Standing at 15 hands (and still growing), Rez is in training for dressage and endurance riding.
He has a beautiful walk, smooth trot and large, ground covering canter. Rez is brave and has
a wonderful mind. He travels well and takes good care of himself. Rez is a mischievous,
goofy, and sweet horse that is just fun to hang out with.
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WineGlass Debonair
Owned By Chris and Marty Power

Ridden by Chris Power
PShR Specialty Plus Award in Distance Riding (2400 miles) and Endurance Pace

We bought WineGlass Debonair from Linda Rudolphi, WineGlass Farm, as a three year old in
2006. He followed us around the pasture, so we “had to” take him! Chris and Debonair began
distance riding in 2008 and completed in the Top Ten in UMECRA HW Competitive in both
2008 and 2009. In 2010 they began competing in Endurance and in 2010 and 2011 they were
UMECRA Top Ten HW Endurance, and in 2012 they were Champion HW Endurance. They also
did well in the American Endurance Rides Conference ranking as the 2010 and 2012 AERC Re
serve Champion HW rider in the Midwest.
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PShR Inspection Test Riders
Brenda Zeitler is a USDF Bronze and Silver Medalist. She earned the required scores for

these awards on her Shire/TB gelding

Prince Charles, “Charlie,” whom she

purchased as a youngster and trained up

through Intermediare 1. Brenda and

Charlie also competed in the local jumper

ring up through the height of 4’. After the

sale of Charlie as a schoolmaster back in

2007, she has focused her training on

dressage with Terri Elsesser Stark and Maureen White, with the goal of attaining the last two

scores needed for her USDF Gold Medal award. Brenda is pictured with her Hanoverian

mare, Wramielle, at the 2012 Region 2 Championships in Kentucky. (Photo courtesy of Bob

Tarr)

Lindsey Twiss has been riding and showing Arabians

for 20 years. Her first years were spent as a saddle seat

rider showing English and Country English Pleasure across

the Midwest with a shift to Hunter Pleasure on her

current gelding. Most recently Lindsey has dabbled in

eventing, jumping, dressage and two Novice competitive

trail rides this past fall. Lindsey is pictured here with her

partner of 15 years, Afire Walker. (Photo courtesy of

Elizabeth Granberg)

PShR Inspection Veterinarian
The PShR would like to thankDr. Dana Miller, Miller Veterinary Service, 17295 E. 2100

Street, Atkinson, IL , Phone 309.936.7622 for serving as the event’s official veterinarian.
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The Performance Shagya Arabian Registry would like to thank Run
Along Farms for graciously hosting this historic inspection at their
beautiful facility in Genesco, Illinois!
Run Along Farms is a small, privately owned farm raising, training and competing Arabian

and Arabian crossed horses in distance competition. They have a broad range of bloodlines

and types – from Straight Russian to Straight Egyptian to Polish and domestic Arabians, as

well as Shagya Arabian and Trakehner crosses. Breeding and selection at Run Along Farms is

a process of not only seeking the best possible combination of conformation attributes but

finding the horses with the right mind to be exceptional in distance riding sports. These

horses have been selected specifically for their potential to excel in distance competition

and the farm offers a range of sale horses at varying levels of training and capability, from

lovely CTR mounts to the FEI CEI*** level. They also offer training and conditioning services

and have a limited number of horses available for lease for endurance competition to the FEI

CEI*** level.

Both Doug and Julie have been riding their entire lives. Julie began distance riding in 1998

and has since competed over 7500 miles. Doug is a more recent convert to endurance, hav

ing started in 2008 but already completing over 2000 miles. They are both members of the

US Endurance Training Team. Julie was a member of the Gold Medal Team in the Zone Team

Challenge in 2007 and the Silver Medal Team in the 2009 Kentucky Cup. Julie and her horse

Nitro are members of the AERC Decade team having competed for ten years together, com

pleting 3800 miles, including 10, 1 day 100 mile rides. He has 22 wins and 14 BC's and is still

sound and competing.

For Doug and Julie, distance riding is a passion and the horses are their partners. They know

from experience that matching up the right horse and rider is very important. So, if you

want a well bred, well made horse that enjoys his or her work and is capable of becoming a

true partner, go to Run Along Farms. Their horses are extraordinary. For more information

about Run Along Farms go to their website at www.runalongfarms.com.
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______________________________________ 
Photos and Videos of the inspection will be available for purchase. 
More information will follow – Please sign up if you are interested. 

________________________________________________________________
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The Performance Shagya-
Arabian Registry wants to 

thank our inspection 
sponsors.  Your support made our event a 

success! 

Anke Brander, RAA's Shagya-Arabians – Shagya Stallion *Murad 
Arabian Horse Distance Riding Association 
Chris & Marty Power 
Dover Saddlery 
Dr. Stacy Willey, Complete Balance Animal Chiropractic 
Endurance Arabians.com – Russian Arabian Stallion Pagur  
EQ Feeds – Balanced Nutrition 
Hungarian Horse Association of America 
John Stedelin, AFA Certified Journeyman Farrier 
Lori Baker – Shagya Stallion Evanescent Star AF 
Platinum Performance Products 
Rudolphi Veterinary Services, LTD 
Sundance Farm – Quality Horse Care and Riding Instruction 
Sunset Ranch Supply – Horse, Stock Equipment and Cargo Trailers 
SweetPro/Equipride Feeds/Redmond Naturals – Linda Schillinger 
Team Shagya DK – Russian Arabian Stallion Makao Ox 
T2 Enterprises/Arabian Carriages – Tony Troyer 
The Distance Depot 
WineGlass Farm – Shagya Stallion *Budapest, The Legend Continues 
Geneseo Merchants: Lavendar Crest Winery    
    McDonald’s 
    Walmart 
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Sunset Ranch Supply 
Horse, Stock Equipment & Cargo Trailers 

Specializing in Customized Trailers 

Trailer Supplies, Repairs & Hitch 
Installations

www.sunsetranchsupply.com 

  Merrill, WI 
  715-536-0007 
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